January 15  A Mighty Book

* A Tree Grows in Brooklyn  Betty Smith

February 12  Women Warriors

* Fight Like a Girl
* The Truth Behind How Female Marines Are Trained  Kate Germano with Kelly Kennedy

March 11  Korea

* The Frozen Hours  Jeff Shaara
Memory Bank: African-Americans in the Korean War
[https://koreanwarlegacy.org/chapters/](https://koreanwarlegacy.org/chapters/)
african-americans-in-the-korean-war
* Black Combat Units In Korean War Action
  David K. Carlisle  Written April 19,1991
  Army Removes Cloud Over Black Korean War Unit
  Michael Kilian , Washington Bureau
  *Chicago Tribune, April 30,1998*

April 9  Experiencing War and Beyond

* Resist, Endure, Escape
  Growing Up in Nazi and Communist Hungary
  Susan F. Darvas

April 29  A Cultural Classic

* All Quiet on the Western Front
  Erich Maria Remarque